Step right up and play

Fauci-Gates Rushin’-to-Market
Vaccine Roulette
So far, the CDC itself reports
3% adverse reaction to the “vaccine” leading to incapacitation or death; Vaccine
Super station in San Diego had to temporarily shut down on day 2 due to extreme
allergic reaction of 6 people in a very short period of time.
“Fools and demons rush in where angels fear to tread.”
Step right up:
100 chambers — 3 bullets.
Those are pretty good odds, considering that normal Russian Roulette is 6 chambers and 1 bullet
(Polish Roulette uses a semi-auto pistol and 1 bullet in a clip that holds 12,
but that never seems to work out well; they have not figured out why yet.)

________________
Watch (and download) before removed:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GotVR8ro9OA&feature=youtu.be
(But it is just a 3% chance that this may happen to you... you can live with that, right?
immediate death I think would be better.)
________________
As shown on ABC 10 NEWS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDibtrwDD9w
___________________
Dutch woman doctor gives a synopsis of the RNA vaccine https://15 3news.net/watch_video.php?v=GHX3S8M85W72
________________
Robert F Kennedy's site 2 million Kenyan females were made sterile with the Gates
vaccine and 496,000 kids in India got polio.
________________
87,000 Nurses in the Netherlands refuse the covid vaccine
https://twitter.com/DrMadej/status/1348319776213504000/photo/1
________________
British expert, not a vaccine, but DNA altering treatment.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QAekPQYRO3Kt/
________________
Even if the “virus” (which has not actually met the criteria to be so labeled) is a real
“pandamic” threat (which it is not), your chances are better with the virus than the
vaccine. As the old saying goes, “The ‘cure’ is worse than the disease”.
________________
Please tell me WHY those who worship Evolution — these leftist antichrist, atheist
EVOLUTIONARIES...
WHY do they VIOLATE the basic tennets of their religion?
Survival of the Fittest / Natural Selection.
Even if vaccines themselves were based on valid science, even if they worked, even if
they were not deady, even if they did not incubate disease to erupt decades later (so it
could not be tied to the crime), what vaccines would actually do is WEAKEN the gene
pool of each nation, by perpetuating the existence of weaker individuals with DNA
that does not thrive, and is loaded with cumulative genetic defects, so that it can destroy the entire gene pool that marries into it. This violates the very religion / “science”
of those who claim to believe in Evilution.
You cannot trust a fool or a hypocrite / liar. Evolutionists are both.
________________
Perturbed Dr. to patient who comes in for regular checkup:
What? Do you know that by refusing this vaccine you have a 15% chance of dying
from covid since you are older?
Patient: That’s better than your chances doc, ‘cause you have a 100% chance of dying
if you stick me with that needle against my will.
https://sacredtruthministries.com

